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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Private dealer
appointments. Click and collect. Home delivery. We understand that some car purchases just
can't wait, so we're here to help you find a great deal as safely as possible. Just search for the
car you want and filter for the services below. Or, click on a car to see if a dealer offers them.
We provide free access to key info like dealer reviews, market value, price drops and days on
the forecourt â€” all on one page. Our powerful search makes it easy to refine and personalise
your results so you only see the cars and features you care about. Land Rover. Coronavirus
update. Contactless services for safer shopping Private dealer appointments Click and collect
Home delivery. Dealership appointments. Virtual appointments. Free test drive at home. Keep
shopping. All models. Valuable insights We provide free access to key info like dealer reviews,
market value, price drops and days on the forecourt â€” all on one page. Personalised search
Our powerful search makes it easy to refine and personalise your results so you only see the
cars and features you care about. Approved used for sale Approved used for sale. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Private dealer appointments.
Contactless purchase. Free home drop-off. We understand that some car purchases just can't
wait, so we're here to help you find a great deal as safely as possible. Just search for the car
you want and filter for the services below. Or, click on a car to see if a dealer offers them. Shop
with real rates in hand. No impact on your credit score. Only takes minutes. Personalized, real
rates. Finance in Advance is a product of CarGurus, Inc. Financing not completed on site.
Pre-qualification and rates subject to your acceptance and satisfaction of terms and conditions
of participating lender. Using CarGurus made me feel empowered because I was able to
understand whether I had a good deal before I walked into the dealership. Using CarGurus I was
able to get all of the features that I wanted, well within my budget. CarGurus gave me the
information that I needed to make sure that I was getting a good deal. It's definitely the filters on
CarGurus that make it easyâ€”you can choose exactly the configuration you're looking for.
CarGurus put everything in front of me so I could figure out what the right price was for the car
that I was looking for. CarGurus exceeded my expectations because I met the person that
wanted to buy my vehicle at the highest price in a very short period of time. Clifford Atiyeh. In
its third model year, the Chevrolet Blazer is a rarer sight on the road. That's because two other
popular Chevy crossovers bookend the Blazer. Christian Wardlaw. The Toyota Avalon serves a
simple function. In fact, the Avalon and the Lexus Eileen Falkenberg-Hull. Stephen Edelstein.
Launched for the model year, the Volkswagen Atlas Cross Sport is a two-row, five-seat version
of the Volkswagen Atlas family crossover, itself a Kyree Williams. For , it benefits from a facelift
and a n Introduced in to replace the CC, it rec For the model year, it gets Land Rover. Alfa
Romeo. Coronavirus update. Contactless services for safer shopping Private dealer
appointments Contactless purchase Free home drop-off. Dealership appointments. Virtual
appointments. Free test drive at home. Keep Shopping. Meagan found the exact car she wanted
on CarGurus and only had to go to one dealership. All Models. Select Model. Shop with real
rates in hand No impact on your credit score Only takes minutes Personalized, real rates See
my options. Finance in advance View personalized, real rates before you even talk to a dealer.
See the details that matter Accident history, price drops, days on lotâ€¦ find it all here. Play
video. Dave M. Nadina P. Mike, a first-time used car shopper, found a great deal on a SUV for his
family. Mike D. Meagan G. Alex M. Matt C. Previous Next. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Great experience. They got back to me very fast. Freindly and
genuine, nice people to deal with. I would definatly recommend them to friends and family. I had
a wonderful experience buying a used vehicle here. Will was super accommodating, allowed
multiple test drives so I could make sure I wanted it. Very upfront, detailed, quick response time
and no pressure even though I was buying a used vehicle. Would recommend to anyone looking
to purchase a vehicle. Lee and Yudi and Derek were excellent to deal with, absolutely! No run
around, no B. Just honest and serious. I knew what I was looking for and Lee showed me the
awesome fully loaded Sportwagen which I have now named die HinterGnaus. Great price and
easy financing too! Highly recommended. The vehicle is not in stock and are ask me to buy
another one! Not make sense to me. I was sent an email and at the time I was so busy with work
I didn't have time to reply and arrange to see the car. I am still looking and would be interested
in the Mazda CX5 if something comes in please contact me. Travelled 3 hours to view vehicle.
The Sales Manager -Darren personally took the time to meet with us. It was the end of the day
on a Saturday and Darren stayed LTE to ensure all our questions had been answered. I felt I was
dealt with fairly and most importantly honestly. I later purchased the vehicle and was pleased
with the service and the fact that my business was truly appreciated. Well worth the drive! I
bought a Mazda 3 Sport GT. The staff was very helpful without pressure. The dealership was
very professional and was also cheaper than others were I purchased a vehicle from this dealer
and they were very professional in my dealings with them. Communication was quick, the

dealer responded with an accurate description of vehicle and approximate value of trade in.
Dealer was very accommodating to view and discussed deal with no pressure. Overall
experience was excellent. I contacted this dealership about a car that they had on their lot. The
person on the other end of the phone flat out lied to me about the damage the vehicle had
suffered. Very unprofessional. Did not deal with this dealership. Very good experience. The car
was an excellent price, and there were no additional charges other than GST. The service was
excellent. The person we dealt with was quite helpful. Love our almost new Hyundai. Nice
people and quite helpful. Took the car for a test drive. Since I had a few more to check out at
other dealerships, I did not make an offer on the vehicle at that time. Wonderful experience,
Mutee and his sons provided excellent service to me. I highly recommend them. Right off the
bat he had answered my email even though it was pm and the dealership was closed. And this
is also a first but in no way shape or form was he pulling the classic salesman pitch made me
feel very comfortable and helpful through and through. All dealerships should take note. Thank
you. Quick to offer possible alternatives. Polite, friendly and knowledgeable. I got some
automated reply and nobody answered my questions. Nobody followed up. Bought my car here.
They were amazing! Particularly Sayed who went to great lengths to secure the car at the price I
wanted. He took extra time to go over all the features of the new car and made me feel
comfortable. We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our
filters can help with that too. Used Cars for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Postal Code.
Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request
Information. Authorized GMC Dealer. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Why Use CarGurus?
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Absolutely brilliant
customer service very helpful and caring would defently recommend to family and friends. I
took this car for a test drive. Although I did not buy the car, I did buy another one from the same
dealer. The dealer was very helpful and the experience was positive and enjoyable. Not to worry
best keep searching. Very unprepared car even if can't get valetter if it was me selling the car i
would of polished it myself engine bay was a right mess. Mr Waseem was very helpful
throughout our phone conversation as i bought the vehicle from overseas. Just hope all goes
smoothly as I wait for the vehicle to be shipped out. Extremely good and excellent service.
Knowledge and appeared ver approachable. Will definitely use again. I found Beverley Autos to
be excellent to deal with. Graham is a really nice guy, very respectful and knowledgeable. All the
paperwork was perfect, they held the car for me for a week and I found the whole experience
great. I would have no hesitation in recommending them. The dealership communication was
very good, I was asked to check the car for a family member, sad to say they were unsure as to
what they wanted to do. Very helpful, professional, efficient service provided. All staff very
knowledgable. Cars available all presented well and helped with queries after sale made. Car
broke down with faulty alternator after 25 miles. Autoselect reluctant to reimburse me. Still
arguing.. Autoselect then put on 6 months tax. Apart from that, very nice car. Answered email
and call straight away. Both partners were polite and informative, answered my questions,
showed me what and how the buttons worked. Car was in better condition than I expected. A
really great experience for me after previous one. The dealer made contact and provided me
with some useful details. A telephone number would've been helpful too. Gary was my point of
contact and had a very easy and comfortable way about him. Answered my questions gave
explanations when asked and everything as quoted, so thank you Gary and Ivybridge Motors,
hope you can all get back to normal ASAP. The dealer got back to me very promptly and was
very helpful in answering all my queries about the vehicles in which I was interested. Ultimately
I decided to go with another vehicle type but the dealings with the company were good. So far
so good I am satisfied with my purchase and from a longstanding family business in Rochdale.
Dealer responded to queries in good time. Asked another question so waiting for another
response but good so far. Made enquiry about the car. Got a prompt response. Unfortunately
the vehicle was sold before I got chance to view. I was happy with the service from this dealer,
they were friendly, helpful and did everything 8 needed to get my car on the road. Would
recommend. I got there to be told they had already sold to someone else an hour or so before I
got there. No even an apology from them. Not really worth a 1 star rating. It took 2 weeks to
finalised everything, but easy car have dedicated customer service advisors and I was well
looked after from start to finish. I got my finance approved to my expected budget in a day even
with my poor credit score. Thank you Danny for your consistency and kept me update with all

the step by step process. Im enjoying my new white range rover. Very friendly and helpful staff.
We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and a vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars in their area. Once
you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, gearbox,
variant, days on the forecourt, drivetrain, colour, engine, options and deal ratings. And if you
only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops or photos, our filters can help with
that too. Used cars for sale nationwide. By car By body style By price All makes All models. All
years to All years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Used cars for
sale nationwide in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus user. Request information. Why use CarGurus?
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Elvin went out of his way
to find information about this truck I was interested in. Elvin took the time to search for other
trucks similar to make me happy, Elvin offered to contact me if and when something came in he
would reach out to me. Great Customer Service is all consumer ask for. Elvin definitely won my
service Thanks Elvin. Hi everyone. They lied to me that car which I want is available. I spent
more than hour to get there and after 15 minutes waiting they came up with stupid issue that
both cars are not available. Excellent treatment by staff, and amazing prices in comparison to
other dealerships. Thank you Omar and yoni for an amazing experience! Love my new car!!
Terrible, staff took days to get back to me about simple questions and were overall shady about
the car I was interested in. Dishonest dealerships give every car dealership a bad name. Had
they been honest about the car I would have been upset but for a different reason, this
dealership is a scam. Had a pleasant conversation with the sales rep. Very professional and
helpful. DN Mei. Dominick responded quickly and followed up with me , providing all
information i requested. Excellent service! No pressure from sales reps and clean modern show
room. Would definitely buy from them again. Mark is super helpful. On phone and person. No
pressure and willing to answer all questions until satisfied. Good Experience. No pressure and
straight forward. I was in and out of there with the car I wanted in about an hour. I recommend
these guys if your looking for a pre owned BMW. I ended up buying a truck from this place.
They added over 3k of stuff i did not asked to the contract. Be extra careful with the paperwork. I
tried to work this out but of course they never got back to me. I will never buy from this place
again. You have choices i suggest you look elsewhere for your new vehicle. They had the van
ready for me to test drive and there was no pressure. Jaden did an awesome job! So, drove to
the dealer to see the car. All I did was waste my time. Super happy with my Salesman Ever. He
took his time with us and did not pressure us. Even tracked down the mechanic at the same
dealership that knew the history on the vehicle. They both test drove with me to answer
questions that I have. I would use them again. Great dealership. Didn't have the right car for me.
I would go back to them in heart beat. I was preapproved but never heard anything back. Was
hoping to get a vehicle before Trimet slowed down services. Great experience, great vehicle and
great customer service. Don made a real smooth and pleasant transaction here. Thank you!!!
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Cars for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized RAM Dealer. Authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer. Authorized Ford Dealer. Authorized
Porsche Dealer. Authorized Audi Dealer. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? This feature
is currently under development. To learn more about the ways to appreciate the reviewer please
visit A company's rating is calculated using a mathematical algorithm that evaluates the
information in your profile. The algorithm parameters are: users' rating, number of resolved
issues, number of company's responses etc. The algorithm is subject to change in future.
Cargurus was first mentioned on PissedConsumer on Dec 01, and since then this brand
received 68 reviews. Cargurus ranks of in Auctions and Marketplaces category. The overall
rating of the company is 1. Recent recommendations regarding this business are as follows: "I
feel as though Magic auto sales should not be supported by cargurus, they are the most
crooked and hurtful people that I have ever encountered, they have showed me no help or
sympathy knowing what they did! Reviewers write the most about Cargurus Seller Program and
give it 1. The price level of this organization is high according to consumer reviews. This review

is from a real person who provided valid contact information and hasn't been caught misusing,
spamming or abusing our website. Check our FAQ. User's recommendation: I feel as though
Magic auto sales should not be supported by cargurus, they are the most crooked and hurtful
people that I have ever encountered, they have showed me no help or sympathy knowing what
they did!!! For more information about PissedConsumer check out our Blog article. Coming
Soon. Cargurus A company's rating is calculated using a mathematical algorithm that evaluates
the information in your profile. Total reviews. New reviews. What is your customer experience
with Cargurus? Submit review. Cargurus Overview Cargurus was first mentioned on
PissedConsumer on Dec 01, and since then this brand received 68 reviews. View full Cargurus
overview. Cargurus Overview. Rating Details 34 rated reviews. View all criteria. Rating Details.
Price Affordability. Discounts and Special Offers. Diversity of Products or Services. Billing
Practices. Turnaround Time. Advertised vs Delivered. Exchange, Refund and Cancellation
Policy. Product or Service Quality. Customer service. Delivery Service. Contact Cargurus
Customer Service Website:. Mailing Address:. Cambridge, Massachusetts Reviews 0. Show
reviews that mention. Filter review. Most helpful review. Jose V Sep 30, Resolved:
Unprofessional attitude of the dealership. Update by user Sep 30, Company fixed the issue and I
have been provided with full refund. View full review. Comment Thanks Helpful 0 Not helpful 0.
Service Cargurus Seller Program. Pros You have a wide variety of cars to compare. Cons
Honest dealers. Preferred solution Full refund. Share Share Tweet. Cate Feb I cant add my vin to
my add. No call back, nothing cannot access my listing. No customer service at all. Very
frustrating! Cons Verification process. Preferred solution Let the company propose a solution.
A rating. Horrible except for Ed mortorz I ended ssd's up buying a car from Ed motorz Did not
hassle me was to the point and no garbage Location Miami, Florida. Cherez H Jan I purchased a
jeep commander from magic auto in New Jersey the day that I bought the car the car was
cutting off and shaking really bad I called the company back and they basically told me that I
was stuck with the car I keep trying to leave a review or at least get a call back but that hasnt
happened yet!!! Service Cargurus Auto Advertisement. Gregory G Jan Scammed by one of your
Dealers. I've corresponded with Topline a number of times and they refuse to do anything. It
seems to me you have some responsibility having you referred them to me. What can you do to
assist me please? Product Lexus Car. Preferred solution Price reduction. Fab E Jan Horrible
customer service. Fail to communicate , no support, save your money!! They will not contact
you or assist selling your car User's recommendation: Look elsewhere. Pissed Consumer Your
trust is our top priority. Please support us to help maintain our independence and integrity. Luis
O Jan This Company does not offer any kind of Customer Service. It is so unfortunate that this
Company is only focusing on their bottom line and not the customer. This is disappointing, I
have tried to reach this people via email to get assistance in getting more clarification on the
handling of the purchase. I want to buy a vehicle from a Private seller but unfortunately I can not
get specifics on how they handle the paperwork or Bill of Sale and title process. I do not even
know how and when the funds are channeled to the Seller. Because their fine Print does not
offer clarity on this, it is almost impossible to trust them with anything. It is a shame that the
CEO and his pals sit behind a desk giving orders. Publishing an apology letter on Line is not
enough to justify the poor level of service. Shame on them. User's recommendation: Think twice
before you use this service. Bill S Jan Lots of e-mails. Laureen Jan I'm having problems putting
my car on your website. Im trying to put my car on the website and its not working and I paid for
it and Im trying to either get my money back or put my car on the website. Verify sellers
account. Cargurus never returned my call or contacted me in any form. User's recommendation:
Do not use. Location Las Vegas, Nevada. Found car on your site. Thanks Cargurus Questions.
No contact with CarGurus? No answer. Attempted to post a second vehicle.. I found and called
the phone numbers.. Sketch site.. User's recommendation: Use Cars. Location Windsor,
California. Service Cargurus Advertisement. Can't get through to customer no service. User's
recommendation: do not use. Cons Communication Verification process. John K Dec 04,
Location Southport, North Carolina. Leighla Nov 15, Tried to list my car and it won't work. They
gave me a guru 9DR6P4. Im confused can I get help User's recommendation: Be more
knowledgeable. Pros Great if you can figure out how to use it. I am aggravated with their
website function and NO phone number to call to talk to someone. I'm trying to sell my used
truck on a on a paid -for ad on their site and I get 2 or 3 emails a day with. I listed my truck to
sell, not buy another one. I've emailed them several times and the problem remains User's
recommendation: list your vehicle on any other site. Location Yucaipa, California. No answer on
your phone and no help! What the heck?! No answer or help Offered my ad is wrong and people
are writing and I cannot answer them nothing on this site works properly!!? User's
recommendation: Answer t
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he damn phone! Preferred solution Deliver product or service ordered. Thank You for Your
Reply! We are processing your message. It's inappropriate or not family friendly. This business
is closed or doesn't exist. It's posted to the wrong business. It's a duplicate by the same
member or copied text. It contains commercial or promotional content. It includes private
information. Sexual exploitation of children. I am affiliated with this business and need to report
something about this review or business. Full Name Job Title Email. Issue Description. I am the
author of review and would like to remove it. If you wish that your prior post be removed, submit
a notarized letter. I want to report something else. Send report Cancel. I am the author of
comment and would like to remove it. Claim Business Follow Search. Write a review. Do you
have something to say about Cargurus? What happened? What can we help you with? Submit
review Don't show this popup. Terms of Service. I agree to TOS Cancel.

